SIEMENS MINDSPHERE & MICROSOFT AZURE

Drive Innovation
& Efficiency
MindSphere is the leading industrial
IoT-as-a-service solution

Siemens MindSphere® provides a highly scalable state-of-the-art industrial IoT-as-a-service solution that enables businesses across
a broad range of industries to use data and AI Analytics to drive efficiency, innovation, and ultimately profitability. Manufacturers
such as those in the automotive and food & beverage industries, city services like utilities and energy providers, and many more can
use the solution to connect their products, plants, systems, and machines to achieve the visibility and control they need to succeed.
MindSphere on Azure delivers the very best of both operational and information technologies (OT & IT).

Benefits of MindSphere and Azure
Simplified adoption. As a ready-made set of industrial internet
of things (IIoT) services, MindSphere and Azure enables you to
realize the value of IIoT in a fraction of the time associated with
building a platform in-house.

Open. Integrated Azure Data Share enables
organizations to simply and securely share data
with multiple customers and partners.

Digital Twin-ready. Tight integration with product, production,
and performance twin tools supports your product lifecycle
management requirements.

Fast application development. Quickly create MindSphere
applications and create fast iterations and incremental
changes with Mendix low-code platform.

Seamless and robust. Industry-proven OT and IT on a global
scale with millions of customers from Siemens and Microsoft
technology.

Open ecosystem. Leverage ecosystem partners and
applications and take advantage of MindSphere’s multi-cloud
capabilities instead of building your own multi-cloud approach.

Secure. Extending Azure‘s 90+ industry certifications
including ISO 27001, IEC 62443-4-1, secure development
life-cycle (SDL) with Siemens Cybersecurity to keep your
critical data safe.

Leverage tailored and out-of-the-box applications.
Many customer-proven applications and solutions available
across multiple industry domains.

Integrated. Preserve your investments into native Azure
services and enhance them with OT capabilities. Run either
integrated on MindSphere or side-by-side with your native
Azure subscription.
Industry experience. MindSphere incorporates Siemens’
rich cross-industry experience and history of innovation
in automation and digital services as well as Microsoft’s IT
expertise and globally available trusted cloud capabilities and
future innovation.

How MindSphere and Azure
turns data into value

Connect & Ingest data
• Integrate new and existing assets and sensors to system
• Collect data seamlessly from continuous, real-time view of
asset performance
Discover Insights
• Leverage new and existing analytics models to find new
insights, transforming big data into smart data
• Implement automated predictive and
prescriptive processes
Transform business
• Develop new products, services, and business models
• Build transformative applications to reduce downtime,
increase output, and optimize operations

Accelerate IIoT adoption
and build your advantage
Building your own proprietary platform can take months
or even years to develop, test, and deploy into production.
With a unique understanding of customer needs,
unprecedented range of domain services, and the most
flexible cloud solutions on the market, MindSphere offers
an enhanced overall cloud experience. The Siemens and
Microsoft partnership gives customers a way to adopt a
scalable, secure, and future-proof IIoT platform, without
the time, cost, skills and risks of building it themselves.
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Microsoft surveyed more than 3,000 IoT decision makers
in enterprise organizations to dig into the trends and key
insights of IoT implementation1

About the Siemens +
Microsoft partnership

% IoT Adoption

The Microsoft and Siemens partnership provides a unique
combination of industry expertise, pace of innovation, and
resource dedication, ensuring MindSphere on Azure will be
a leading IIoT platform for years to come.

91%

83% of total have at least one project
is ‘use’ stage (74% in 2019)
6% not using but have in the past
4% not using, hasn’t in the past

IoT Value
% IoT is critical
to overall success

90% very + somewhat
47% very
43% somewhat

% satisfied with IoT
in organization

94% very + somewhat
44% very
50% somewhat

Learn more
For more information, visit: http://mindsphere.io/microsoft

Contact us

Read the whitepaper Make vs. Buy: Understanding the Tradeoffs
Between a Build-Your-Own and Pre-Built Industrial IoT Platform

